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ABSTRACT

The Dhruva Alarm Annunciator displays the status of 624

alarm points on an array of display windows using the standard ringback

sequence. Recognizing the need for a very high availability, the

system is implemented as a fault tolerant configuration. The annunciator

is partitioned into three identical units; each unit is implemented

using two microcomputers wired in a hot standby mode. In the event

of one computer malfunctioning, the standby computer takes over

control in a bouncefree transfer.

The use of microprocessors has helped build in flexibility

in the system. The system also provides built in capability to resolve

the sequence of occurrence of events and conveys this information

to another system for display on a CRT. This report describes the

system features, fault tolerant organisation used and the hardware

and software developed for the annunciation function.



PREFACE

Several years ago it was decided to introduce microprocessors

for the instrumentation to be developed for Dhruva reactor. The alarm

annunciator was identified as one of the systems to be built using micro-

processors. Consequent upon the need to have a very high availability

of the annunciator, it was decided to implement the system as a fault

tolerant configuration. Several hardware boards including dual ported

peripherals and a very compact software program were developed for

the Dhruva annunciator.

Subsequently, the same types of hardware boards and software

were used for the alarm annunciator units installed at Purnima-Il reactor

and at the MHD Pilot Plant at Trichy. The boards were also used for

the Computerized Alarm Reporting Systems installed at Radiology Labf.,

BARC and FBTR Complex, IGCAR. The dual computer configuration

was repeated with redesigned hardware boards but identical software

for the Process Information System for Kamini reactor.
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1 . S3Y3THJM OVERVIEW

1.0 Introduction : '1'he Dhruva nuclear reactor comprises

several subsystems viz. shutdown systems, electrical systems,

pumps, and extensive electronics instrumentation like nuclear

channels etc. Most of these are physically distributed over the

vast reactor complex. These can, however, be operated and

monitored directly from the central Control Room. It is

therefore essential for the operators to be aware at all times

of the operational health of each subsystem.

The status of all such subsystems is presented to the

operator in the control room on an array of display windows on

nine operating panels. The Alarm Annunciator System drives the

lamp indications in the display windows. It receives the status

of all parameters from the corresponding subsystems and looks

for any change in status. When it does register a change in

status of any parameter (from normal to off-normal or vice-

versa, ) it provides a corresponding indication on the relevant

display window. It, also provides a loud indication to attract

the operator's attention.

When a parameter changes from normal to alarm state, the

annunciator causes the lamps to flash at a relatively fast rate

and also sounds a hooter common to all windows. When the

operator presses the appropriate Acknowledge button, the lamps

cease to flash and now glow steady; the hooter is also

1



silenced. When a parameter changes from alarm state to normal

state, the annunciator causes the lamps in the corresponding

display window to flash at a relatively slow rate. It also

sounds a buazer distinct from the alarm hooter. When the

operator presses the appropriate Reset button the lamps cease

to flash and go off; the buzaer is also silenced.

1.1 Specifications : The alarm display windows are housed on

nine panels, named A through 1, in the control room. There are

three blocks o: 24 windows on each panel (except E, which has

two blocks) thereby providing a total of 6'24 windows in 26

boxes. On each panel the boxes are numbered from 1 to 3. Thus

the boxes are labelled Al, A2 and A3 (on panel A) Bl, B2 and B3

(on panel B) and so on. Panels A through D display the trip

parameters, panel E displays the critical parameters, and

panels F through I display the remaining alarm parameters..

Consistent with the triplicated policy followed for the

Dhruva Trip System, the Alarm Annunciator System is implemented

as three completely independent units A, B and C. System A

alarm unit caters to Channel A i.e. the top row of all boxes on

all the nine panels. Although alarms due to Channel A trips

appear only in the Lop rows of the first four panels, this

policy has been extended to cover all the panels. This provides

advantages during maintenance of ease "of identification of

systems. Similarly, System D alarm unit caters to Channel B of



the trip system, and by extension the middle row of all boxes

on all panels; System C caters likewise to the bottom row on

all panels.

Each of the three alarm units can handle 240 signals;

however, 15 are reserved for internal diagnostics leading to a

capacity of 225 alarm windows. Each unit presently caters to

208 alarm windows.

1.1.1 Dual Microcomputer Scheme : Each unit is based on a dual

microcomputer scheme, the reliability and availability being

increased by the use of a standby microcomputer. The three

units thus use a total of six microcomputers to implement the

complete Alarm Annunciator System. The following are the

specifications for one alarm unit and the same holds true for

the remaining two units.

In the two microcomputer scheme followed, each

microcomputer is individually capable of performing all system

functions. Both microcomputers are normally active, however

only one is in control and the second is in hot standby. In the

event of a malfunction detected in any constituent of the

control microcomputer, its watchdog disables this microcomputer

and permits complete takeover by the standby system. This

transfer of control is completely bouncefree and does not

require operator intervention. failure in any microcomputer is

annunciated on one of the panel windows by the operational

microcomputer.



1.1.2 Operation : The operation of each alarm unit is as

follows. The microcomputer scans the status of all input points

periodically. The period -10 msecs.- is marked by an internal

clock. The microcomputer compares the present status of each

input point against its status obtained in the previous scan.

In case there is a change in the status, the microcomputer

records it accordingly. In the next scan, if the point retains

its status, the change in status detected is presumed to be

genuine. This acts effectively as a 10 msec. digital filter.

Only the trip parameters, however, are scanned at this

frequency. The remaining alarm parameter's are scanned at a rate

four times slower. The operator control switches, which are

also treated as digital inputs, are scanned at a rate further

slower by four times.

During these scans, if a genuine change is detected, it is

checked further to determine if t?ie change is to alarm or to

normal. If the change is to alarm, the corresponding lamp is

made to flash at a fast rate and a hooter is sounded. If the

change is to normal, the corresponding lamp is made to flash at

a slow rate and a buzzer is sounded.

If the operator presses a suitable Acknowledge button, the

lamps flashing at a fast rate begin to glow steady and the

hooter is switched off. The Acknowledge button is operative

only at the moment it is pressed. Thus, if any point goes into



alarm 3tate during the time that the Ack button is kept pressed

by the operator, the corresponding lamp begins to flash to

indicate alarm. The operator has to acknowledge this alarm by

releasing tba button and pressing it again. (The pressing of

Ack button does not affect the state of any lamps flashing at a

slow rate.)

Likewise, if the operator presses a suitable Reset button,

the lamps flashing at a slow rate go off and the buzzer also

sounds off. The operation of the Reset button too is such that

it is registered by the microcomputer only at the moment it is

pressed. Also, the pressing of the Reset button does not affect

any lamps flashing at a fast rate.

The system thus follows the standard ringback sequence:

Change g_£ a£als LftmRSl Audio

Normal to Alarm Fast Flash Hooter On

Acknowledged Steady Hooter Off

Alarm to Normal Slow Flash Buzzer On

Reset Off Buzzer Off

1.1.3 Qonaola Switches : The Acknowledge and Reset pushbutton

switches on the console operate on lamps flashing on any of the

nine panels. However, the Ack and Res pushbutton switches on

panel C operate only on lamps on panels A through D and box El



on panel £ i.e. left of the clock. Similarly, the Ack and Res

pushbutton switches on panel G operate on the lamps on box E2

on panel E and panels &' through 1 i.e. right of the clock.

The Lamp Test pushbutton switch on the console acts as a

software based alternate action switch. Thus when it is pressed

for the first time, it causes all the lamps to the left of the

clock to come on. This does not affect the lamps which may have

been flashing on any panel. The lamps flashing to the right of

the clock preserve their status; the lamps flashing to the left

of the clock resume to do so when the L;>mp Test switch is

released. The switch is operative as long as it is kept

pressed.

When the Lamp Test switch is released and pressed a second

time the lamps to the right of the clock become on. The state

of the lamps to the left of the clock is not affected; the

state of the lamps to the right of the clock is resumed when

the switch is released. The lamps are actually lit by the

computer, when the Lamp Test switch is pressed. Thus, the

successful execution of this operation also implies that the

computer is fully operational .

All three switches on the console are lighted pushbutton

switches and the lamps in the switch which is pressed are lit

up by all three alarm units. The switches on panels C and G do

not have any embedded lamps.

All these switches operate on all the three alarm units



simultaneously. These are, however, wired in such a way that

the mutually independent electrical status of the three alarm

units is preserved.

In addition to all these 'common' switches, three switches

per alarm unit are provided (thus, a total of nine) such that

these operate only on the corresponding alarm unit. These three

switches (Ack, Res and LmpTst) are useful mainly for diagnostic

purpose and are not normally accessible to the operator.

1.1.4 Event Sequence Recording : The sequence of occurrence of

events is frequently of interest, during normal reactor

operation or reactor trip. Each unit resolves the sequence of

occurrence of events and stores it internally. It codes each

event into a four byte packet and communicates this information

to an external system. This system displays the E'SR information

to the operator as text on a colour CRT and a printer. Both

microcomputers of one alarm unit convey this information to the

external system. In the absence of any such information being

generated for a long period (one second), the microcomputer

conveys a dummy health packet to check the status of the

communication line. On a malfunction in the. control

microcomputer, or in its communication line, the external

computer switches over to receive ESR information from the

standby microcomputer.



2 . FAULT TOLViaJRAlSIT FEATURES

The Dhruva alarm annunciator monitors the operation of the

large number of complex systems by providing status signals for

selected points. The annunciator catering to 624 signals has to

have a very high reliability i.e. total failures cannot • be

tolerated for even short periods. This has been achieved by

following several techniques for in-depth reliability. Fault

tolerance is the ability to produce correct results even in the

presence of upto a few faults. This results from building in

several design features which reduce the possibility of

development of faults, detect faults in case they do occur and,

finally, cause proper execution of the specified system

algorithm even in the presence of faults. This chapter

describes the specific design features which ensure a high

reliability of the annunciator system.

2.1 Eauli Avoidance: The goal of fault avoidance is to reduce

the possibility of failure of any system. Several features have

been built into the design of tlte annunciator to minimise the

scope for gross failure.

2.1.1 System Partitioning: The 624 point alarm annunciator has

actually been implemented as three independent 208 point alarm

units.

The 624 alarm windows are housed on nine panels in the



Dhruva control room. There are a total of 26 boxes of 24

windows each (Fig.l); each box is organised as three rows of

eight. In the first four panels, i.e. the first 12 boxes, all

trip parameters are displayed based on signals from triplicated

sensors. These triplicated parameters are represented in

columns in each box. The Trip system is organised as three

independent channels A, B, and C. The sensors represented by

the top row of each oX the I'A boxes are handled by Channel A,

the middle row by Channel B, and the bottom row by Channel C.

In accordance with the triplicated policy followed for the

Trip System, the alarm annunciator system is also partitioned

into three completely independent units. System A alarm unit

caters to Channel A, i.e. the top row of all 26 boxes, System B

to the middle row and System C to the bottom row.

Each system is physically distributed over two

instrumentation racks (Fig.2). The three systems thus occupy

three pairs of racks. Each unit has its own independent fuse,

for the AC power supply.

In addition to the 230V. AC power supply, the annunciator

units use a 48V. 'pply for driving the lamps. The power supply

to these three systems is independent; however, since there are

only two independent sources of 48V. power in Dhruva, two of

the annunciator units share one power source.The annunciator

outputs are designed such that the internal supply is optically

isolated from the external 48V. supply.
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2c1.2 Bfrgndhr Soaring: The annunciator system is required to

have an extremely high reliability and availability. Such high

availability cannot be ensured by a single computer system,

for, in such a system, the failure of any one module can lead

to a complete breakdown. Hence a two computer scheme with

standby sparing has been used. In this scheme, each of the two

computers is individually capable of performing all annunciator

functions. Both computers are active, however only one is in

control and the other is in hot standby. Each computer has to

clear its watchdog periodically. In the event of the active

computer failing to do so, its watchdog disables this computer

and permits a complete takeover by the standby system. The

transfer of control is annunciated on a panel window and is

also indicated on the front panel display of the system. If the

standby computer fails when the controlling computer is active,

this fact too is annunciated.

The two computers have been implemented somewhat

differently from each other to introduce design diversity.

Computer system 1 is realized using multiple boards, one

containing the 8080 processor and another the memory. Computer

ayatera 2 is realized with both processor and memory on one

board (Fig.3). The systems are organized such that each

computer acquires information using its own input unit and

processes it independently. Both computers also attempt to

control the status of the lamps. Since there is only one dual-

12
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ported output unit, only one computer actually succeeds in

doing so. Access to the common digital output unit is

determined by an Enable signal controlled jointly by the two

Watchdogs. If one computer fails and the Enable signal changes

state permitting the second computer to take over, the transfer

is bounce- free as the second computer is already up to date.

The software programs that run on these two computer systems

are largely identical. However, these run in different memory

areas in the two computer systems, thereby reducing to some

extent the scope for common mode errors.

2.1.3 Design Practices: Considerable degree of fault avoidance

has been built in by the use of conservative design practices.

Thus, high reliability components were used and even these were

subjected to burn in subsequent to incoming inspection. Th^s

eliminates the components whic^ fail during the infant

mortality period of the bath tub curve. The highest level of

integration as available at the time of the design was used.

This reduces the number of solder interconnections, power

dissipation as well as the physical area required for overall

system implementation. A judicious intermix of component

technology was selected for the designs; thus NHOS for high

density, CMOS for the power hungry functions and LS-TTL for

speed. The fanout for each gate function was limited to allow

substantial overdesigri. This led to decreased power dissipation

in each device reducing the possibility of chip failure. It

14



also increased the effective noise margin at the inputs of the

subsequent gates reducing the possibility of transient error.

The use of male and female connectors ensured better integrity

of the backplane electrical connections. Finally, all signals

were routed carefully f-o ensure their integrity. Thus the

signal bus was split into two, the computer bus and the 10 bus.

This ensured that the field signals; would not run anywhere near

the computer bus. It also became easier to implement dual

access 10 controllers. Doth the computer bus and the 10 bus

signals were carried on twisted pair wires for each signal, to

minimise crosstalk between signaJ.1;.

The power supply routing was done to ensure minimal line

drop. Thus, the supply lines were taken from the power unit to

each bin by individual thick wires i.e. the tree structure was

used for power distribution. On each bin, thick copper bus bars

were used and thick dual wires were further used to distribute

power to each board.

2.2 Fault Datectlon : it is essential to detect the occurrence

of a fault before any corrective action can be taken to

overcome the consequences of the fault.

The first technique used is internal hardware detection.

Each processor has associated with it a watchdog timer, which

it must reset periodically. If it fails to do so, the timer

times out eventually and automatically invokes a chanfie of

15



control to the standby processor. The control of the dual

access output unit also passes on to the sta.-dby processor.

The second technique used is software diagnostics. Several

critical positions in the software program are identified such

that these are always reached in every execution cycle. The

programs at each such position raise different flags in the

memory. At the emd of each cycle, a program checks up to

confirm that all relevant flags have been raised i.e. all

critical positions in tho total program had fwen reached. All

these flags are then cleared and the watchdog is reset. If all

relevant flags have not been raised, tho processor does not

reset the watchdog and thereby allows it to time out.

The front panel of each watchdog board provides three LEDs

to indicate the status. The groen LED, if lit, implies that the

corresponding con:puter is operating properly; tho red LED, if

lit, implies it is not. A yellow LED which can be lit on only

one of the two computers' watchdogs, identifies the computer

which is in control at any moment.

2.3 Faul't. Tolerance : Coincident with the detection of failure,

the watchdog of the failed computer time;; out and the standby

computer automatically acquires control over the dual access

output unit. Since the standby computer had been operating

normally all along, the transfer of control is bounce free. It

is indicated by annunciation of failure in the control room and

a change of state in the various LEDs mounted on the watchdog

16



boards The failed computer is effectively configured out of

the system and can be repaired.



3. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The annunciator system is implemented using two

microcomputers each with its own memory. Fig. 4 shows a

detailed block diagram of the complete system. Each

microcomputer has individual Digital Input Unit and Watchdog

associated with it, and also has access to a Digital Output

Unit common to both the systems. The two computers have slight

differences in realization details. Computer system 1 is

realized using multiple boards, one containing the 8085

processor and another the memory. In addition, this computer

system has a console connected to it on DMA (direct memory

access). The console provides intimate access to all hardware

resources for offline debugging. Using switches and keys on the

console and monitoring the displays, the operator can perform

several checks. The console provides the capability to read or

load any memory location, execute any program one instruction

at a time and so on.

Computer system 2 is realized with both processor and

memory on one board. In addition, it provides a software

monitor, accessible from a terminal. The monitor provides

access to all software resources for offline debugging. It is

possible to read or load any register, memory location, etc.,

execute segments of programs and so on.

The use of the multiplexer interface in both the computers

18
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divides the system into two buses, the computer bus and the 10

bus. The segregation of the computer bus and 10 bus was can-ied

out because of several considerations. First, since the system

is fairly large in terms of number of boards and the space

occupied it was not considered prudent to carry the computer

bus over the several feet length that was required. Second, in

a general situation, field signals of varying characteristics

have to be routed carefully to avoid interference with the,

generally, TTL signals of the main computer bus. Third, if the

main computer bus is used, the scheme for selecting each 10

board has to be on board using soldered wire jumpers, leading

to boards not being directly intez-changeable. Fourth, the 10

bus can be chosen to be fairly simple, tiereby obviating the

necessity of having a complex computer bus interface on each

board. Finally, the requirement of having a dual port

interface for some peripherals cannot be met by a conventional

computer bus.

The Digital Input Unit and Digital Output Unit are

connected to the computer through the multiplexer interface.

The Digital Input Unit is a memory mapped peripheral which can

be used, by the corresponding computer to acquire the status of

all the Inputs. It can be divided into two portions, interface

and data cards. As indicated in the block diagram the interface

is shared by the input and output units. The interface is

connected to the input unit data cards by an internal bus.



The Digital Output Unit, is a dual port memory mapped

peripheral which is used by either of the two computers to

light the lamps in the annunciator windows. This unit can also

be divided into interface and data sections. Each computer has

an independent interface to a single set of data boards.( As

mentioned earlier, the interface in each computer is shax'ed

between the input and output units.) The output portion of the

interface of only the controlling computer is enabled at any

time and that of the standby is prevented from being used by

its watchdog. This ensures that the standby computer cannot

affect the status of the lamps. If a transfer of control takes

place the watchdog of the first computer times out and disables

it. The second computer is then automatically in control.

The Watchdog is conceptually a very simple system wb'oh

has to be updated periodically by its computer. A failure of

the controlling computer to reset its watchdog within a

predetermined time interval causes the watchdog to time out

thereby transferring control to the standby computer. This

simultaneously enables the corresponding interface in the

Digital Output Unit. Also, when the controlling computer is

operating properly it keeps checking the watchdog periodically

to ensure that it is functioning correctly. In case of watchdog

failure, the operator is infoi*med accordingly. Thus both the

computers keep checking themselves and their respective

watchdogs. A watchdog failure is conveyed by the corresponding



computer to the CRT system and computer failure is monitored by

the watchdog. Also, failure of computer 1 is annunciated by

computer 2 which monitors the watchdog 1 and vice versa.

The various boards used in the two computer systems are

described in the following paragraphs.

3.1 Micro Processor Unit (MPU): This board contains ths 8085

CPU as well as the related logic for demultiplexing the address

and data bus of the 8U05. The lower significant byte of the

address is latched using ALE signal into two quad flip flops

and the entire 16 bit address bus is buffered and inverted by

trlstate drivers. The 8 bit data bus is buffered and inverted

by bidirectional tristate drivers, wired to operate as

transceivers. These ar<s enabled in the out direction during ALE

and bus write cycles and in the in direction during bus read

cycles. During bus grant cycles of the CPU both the address bus

as well as the data bus drivers are disabled i.e. put into a

high impedance state. (This allows the console to take

control over all the buses and all non-CPU resources.)

The board also contains logic for generating the various

bus control signals and for receiving interrupt signals from

various devices. When the power supply is switched on, the 8085

is initialised to a reset condition by an onboard RC circuit.

The chip, and therefore the entire annunciator system, can also

be initialized by a pushbutton switch mounted on front of the

board frame.

22



This board is used only in computer 1.

3.2 Memory : This is a 16K memory board which can accommodate

upto 12K EPROM and 4K RAM. The board contains all the address

decoding and memory read write control logic. On-board jumpers

help determine the specific 16K memory address slot allotted to

this board. The board connects to the MPU board on the computer

bus.

This board is used only on computer 1.

3.3 Microcomputer Console Control (MCC) : The console of the

microcomputer acts as a device connected on the Direct Memory

Access channel (Fig. 5). It is useful for testing the various

boards that constitute the complete microcomputer system. The

MCC board manages all the control switches on the console. It

receives the switch status and generates signals to control the

microcomputer accordingly. It makes it possible to load into

memory, data set on data entry switches into a memory address,

information about which can also be provided on these switches.

It also permits reading of data stored in a location whose

address is fed from the console.

The inputs received from all console switches are

debounced. The two switches EXM and OE'P £ct such that the

memory address of interest, increments automatically, if any of

these switches is pressed consecutively. Thus the memory

address increments if EXM is pressed provided KXM and not DEP
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was pressed on the previous occasion; similarly for DEP. This

implies that if EXM and DEP are pressed alternately no

incrementing takes place. Two small decimal lamps on the

console hex display indicate whether the infoi-mation on the hex

keypad is accepted as address of the desired memory location or

as data to be entered in the specified memory location. A CM

toggle switch permits operation on either memory or 10

peripherals.

3.4 Microcomputer Console Dfiia (HCP) : This board is used in

conjunction with the HCC board. It accepts information fed in

serially from the console data switches. Such information is

received through priority encoders and converted from 16

individual keys into an equivalent 4 bit hex code. The

information is shifted through shift registers and subsequently

loaded into presettabie counters. The output of these counters

is placed on the microcomputer address bus through buffers

which are enabled only during bus grant state of the

microcomputer. The address is incremented in the counters on

successive pressing of either EXM or DEP switches. The data

information is also buffered and placed on the microcomputer

data bus during write cycle and bus grant state of the

microcomputer.

Both MCC and MOD boards are used only in computer 1.

3.5 glngle, Board Computer (SgC): This board contains the 8085
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CPU and all associted logic, 32K of memory, a serial interface

and three 16-bit timers.

The board includes the logic for demultiplexing the data

and address bus of the 8085. The lower significant byte of the

address is latched using ALE signal into an octal register, and

the entire 16-bit bus is buffered and inverted using octal

drivers. The 8-bit data is also buffered and inverted using

octal transceiver.

The board also contains logic for generating various bus

control signals and for ori-power reset of the 8085. It also has

on the front panel, a push-button switch to reset the 8085 and

a toggle switch to determine whether the program will operate

from the monitor PROM or the system PROM.

The board also provides 32K memory capacity including 16K

EPROM and 16K EPROM or RAM in 2K increments. It includes three

timers one of which is wired to provide the baud rate fox- the

serial interface.

This board is used only in computer 2.

3.6 Microcomputer Multiplexer Interface (MMH: The common

memory mapped interface for digital input and output units is

designed such that it comprises two identical boards. These

boards are interconnected together to constitute the complete

interface. The two MMI boards together provide logic to decode

the 16-bit address bus to detect Wxx, viz.. the address of the
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input and output units. In additon, the boards decode A7

through A5 into eight and A4 through A2 into eight group

addresses. The boards thus provide a two out of sixteen address

combination to select one DID board or two DOD boards. The

boards also buffer data to and fro from the data boards of the

digital input and output units. The data is enabled in the out

direction (i.e. from the computer bus to the output units on

the 10 bus) during a write cycle and in the in direction (i.e.

from the input unit on the 10 bus to the computer bus) during a

read cycle. The boards also contain logic to generate the

control signals for the 10 bus.

3.7 Digital Input fiflia (PIP^ This board accepts 32 digital

inputs each "of which represents the normal/alarm status of a

field parameter. The inputs are RC-filtered to block high

frequency noise and are received by Schmidt trigger inverters.

The DID board multiplexes the 32 inputs Into four groups of

eight each. These eight outputs are buffered through tristate

drivers onto the eight bit internal data bus. A two out of

sixteen address code received on 10 bus from MM! and decoded on

DID determines whether or not a particular DID board is to be

selected. Another two bit address code determines which one of

the four bytes of data inputs on a selected DID Is being

sought. The selected byte is sent to MMI boards on the 10 bus

data lines.

Different sets of both MMI and DID boards are used by
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computers 1 and 2.

3.8 D|gjtal Output Data (DOD1: The DOD boards control the

status of sixteen lamps. These boards are common to both the

computer units. Data lines and control lines from the 10 busses

of both the computers are received on each DOD board.

Information from only the controlling computer, however, can

effect the status of the lamps. This .1 ̂  ensured by the enable

signal which determines the controlling computer. Information

from the controlling computer is stored in registers the output

of which is optically isolated from the transistoi- lamp

drivers, which are also included on this board.

3.9 Serial InEJit Watchdog (glWD): This board contains the

watchdog circuits which help maintain a check on the proper

functioning of the computer. The watchdog is a retriggerable

timer which on overflow causes an alarm. However if reset by

the computer before overflow, the watchdog, continues to mark

time. The watchdog provides a switch on the front panel to

cause a temporary break to permit manual checks. The board also

has a green, a red and a yellow LED on the front panel. The

green LED indicates that the corresponding computer is

functioning properly, i.e. it is resetting the watchdog in

time. The red LED, if lit , implies computer failure. The

yellow LED identifies the computer which is actually

controlling the operations.
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The board also provides a serial communications interface

which is optically isolated. This is used to link the

annunciator system with the CRT display system.



j; DESCRIPTION

The software programs for this system have been developed

as several subroutines performing defined functions. It is

essential for one complete cycle of the entire software

programs to be over within the desired precision of resolving

the sequence of occurrence of events. The worst case time for

execution of each routine was computed and it was ascertained

that the entire program cycle could be completed within the

desired time. it thus became possible to dispense with the

requirement of a real-time multitasking operating system. The

various subroutines are executed in a deterministic sequential

manner.

The system software performs the functions of window

annunciation and sequence of events resolution and also conveys

the resolved information using a handshake protocol to a CRT

annunciation system. Fig.6 shows the flow charts relevant to

these functions. The flow charts display the various tasks

which carry out the composite window annunciation and £SR

functions. Fig.7 provides the memory map for the complete

software.

Initialisation task involves clearing all the tables and

setting all flags to desired initial values. The initialization

task then passes control to Alarm task which is the main

program for this system. This program in turn calls one of the
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three tasks Field, Console and CUT. The Alarm task ensures that

the Field task for the left of the clock displays is executed

once every cycle, and the field task for the right of the clock

displays is executed once every sixteen cycles. The CRT task is

also executed once every cycle and the Console task is executed

once in every four cycles. The specific operation of each of

these tasks is described in the following sections.

4.1 Field Task, : The function of the Field task is to determine

if any change to alarm or to normal has taken place and to

operate the various tables accordingly. it also identifies the

parameter which has changed and stuffs this information into a

queue thereby generating the ESft table.

The Field task maintains several tables to perform the

annunciation function. Each of these tables is 32 bytes long

and can store the relevant information of 256 parameters. The

Prev-Stat table maintains the status of all the parameters as

obtained at the check during the previous cycle. Whenever a

change is detected in a byte, the changed status is written

into the corresponding byte in the Prev-Stat table, else it is

left unaltered. The Change-in-Status table stores the change in

status in each parameter as recorded in the previous cycle.

This table is upgraded every cycle. The Fast Flash table

contains an entry for every point which has gone into alarm

state but has not been acknowledged by the operator so far.The

Steady table contains an entry for every point which has gone
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into alarm state and has been acknowledged by the operator. The

Slow Flash table contains an entry for every point which has

gone into normal state but has not been reset by the operator

so far. The information in the first two tables Prev-Stat and

C-i-S is used along with current status information to

determine whether a change is genuine. A genuine change leads

to entries or deletions from the remaining three tables. A

brief description of the scheme for operating these tables is

described below.

The Field task acquires information from the digital

inputs one byte at a time. It does so by reading the status

from the memory mapped Digital Input Unit. Each byte contains

the current status of eight parameters. This byte is compared

with the byte value as obtained at the previous cycle check.

The result of the comparison provides information on whether or

not any bits have changed. This is treated as the new C-i-S

value. This is in turn compared with the C-3-S value obtained

during a similar check in the previous cycle. The net

processing distinguishes between a genuine change of state and

a transient. If an input which showed a change at the previous

check turns out to be steady at the current check, the change

is treated to be genuine. If any of the eight bits in a

particular byte indicate a genuine change, the task calls the

CW subroutine. The CW subroutine checks each individual bit to

determine if it has changed. On detecting a change in any bit



it calls the CB subroutine. The CW routine also updates entries

in the Prev-Stat table and the (J-i-S table, i.e. it places the

current value of each input in Prev-Stat table and the change

in status in the current cycle in the C-i-S table.

The CB subroutine performs the crucial annunciation and

ESR functions. It checks if the changed bit is now in alarm or

in normal state. If the changed bit is in alarm; it deposits a

1 in the corresponding location of the bit map in the Fast

Flash table. It also deletes the entry corresponding to this

parameter from the Slow Flash table. The deletion from Slow

Flash table is necessary in case the parameter had earlier

changed from alarm to normal and had not yet been reset by the

operator. The subroutine also inserts suitable information in

the ESR queue as two bytes. The first byte provides the

identity of the parameter which has been identified to have

changed and the second byte value indicates that the change is

to alarm state.

If the change is determined to be to normal, the CB

routine inserts an entry into the bit map in the Slow Flash

table. It deletes corresponding entries from the Fast Flash

and Steady tables. This is done since it is not known whether

the previous change to alarm in this parameter had been

acknowledged by the operator. It is thus not known whether the

entry exists in the Fast Flash table or the Steady table; it is

therefore deleted from both the tables. In addition the CB
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routine inserts the relevant two byte information into the ESR

queue, viz. the parameter identity and the change- to- normal

indication.

The CB routine calls the SDLA routine to obtain the

pointer to the next available location in the queue. The SDLA

routine maintains this pointer and reinitializes the queue on

overflow.

4.2 Cpngple Task : The Console task involves handling the

operator functions (Ack, Res and LmpTst) and display of

information in the entire array of annunciation window lamps.

It also lights the console pushbutton lamps and sounds a hooter

and a buzzer in appropriate situations. The task consists of

three main subroutines ACRES (for all operator input functions)

Lamps (for all internal table processing to generate

information for outputs) and Panel (for actual output

functions).

4.2.1 AJ2BE2 routine: The ACRES subroutine acquires the status

of all the six ACK and RES switches from the operator console

and checks if any of these have been pressed for the first

t"'me. If any of these had been found to have been pressed in an

earlier cycle, these are ignored till the corresponding switch

is released and pressed again. The pressing of the main ACK

button affects th' status of all the lamps. The pressing of the

Panel C ACK button affects the status of all the lamps to the
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left of the clock. The pressing of the Panel G ACK. button

affects the status of all the lamps to the right of the clock.

All the three acknowledge buttons thus are registered at the

time of their being pressed. To acknowledge an alarm that has

occurred after a button was pressed, the button has to be

released and again pressed. The operation of the three RES

buttons is also likewise. The routine also lights up console

lamps corresponding to the buttons pressed.

ACRES calls upon ARCHK to specifically identify whether

any of the ACK or REti buttons have been pressed. It also

determines all relevant parameters (lamp count, table pointers

etc.) and passes them through ARGHK to Ack or Res routines. The

Ack routine deletes entries from the Fast Flash table and

inserts these into the Liteady table. If Console Ack is pressed

then the entire Fast Flash table is moved into the Steady

table. If Left Ack is pressed, then only the top half of the

Fast Flash table is moved and, similarly, if Right Ack is

pressed, then only the bottom half of the Fast Flash table is

moved.

The Res routine, similarly, deletes all entries from the

Slow Flash table. If Console Res is pressed then the entire

Slow Flash table is filled with zeroes. If Left Res is pressed,

then only the top half of the Slow Flash table is filled with

zeroes and, similarly, if Right Res is pressed, then only the

bottom half of the Slow Flash table is zevoed.
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Both Ack and Res routines call routine DLC to insert two

bytes into the 1£SR queue. The first byte inserted contains all

zeroes and the second byte identifies which of the six console

buttons have been pressed by including distinct values for

each.

4.2.2 Lamp.q routine: The Lamps subroutine performs the function

of generating a complete image of all the annunciator window

lamps which have to be lit in a particular cycle. The lighting

control of all lamps is done entirely by software; this

includes lamps which glow steady as well as lamps which flash

at a fast or slow rate. The flashing function is carried out by

lighting the relevant lamps in one cycle and switching them off

in the next appropriate cycle. Thus, the lamps corresponding to

entries in the Steady table have to be lit every cycle.

The lamps corresponding to entries in the Fast Flash table have

to be lit every alternate cycle. The lamps corresponding to

entries in the Slow Flash table have to be lit three

consecutive cycles out of seven.

The Lamps subroutine reinitializes the Lamp Image table to

aero every cycle. It checks an lrFc counter to determine if the

lamps in the Fast Flash table are to be lit in the particular

cycle. If FFc indicates this to be so, all entries from the

Fast Flash table are inserted into the Lamp Image table. This

is done by calling the image routine which transfers the image
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of a desired table into the Lamp image table without affecting

any entries made already. It next checks an SFr register to

determine if the lamps in the tilow flash table are.to be lit in

the particular cycle. If SVr indicates this to be sp, all

entries from the Slow Flash table are inserted into the Lamp

Image table. This is again done by calling the Image routine.

Next, it inserts all entries from the Steady table into the

Lamp Image table.

The Image routine used by the Lamps function merely ORs

the contents of the desired table with the contents of the Lamp

Image table as already set.

4.2.3 Panel routine: The panel routine performs the function of

actually lighting all the lamps as determined by the Lamp Image

table. It first checks if the LmpTst switch has been pressed by

the operator. If the switch has been pressed it calls the

LMPCHK routine.

The LMPCHK. routine determines if the switch has "been

pressed during the current cycle, or had been pressed even

during the previous cycle. If it has been pressed during the

current cyole it increments a counter Tc which determines

whether the left or the right half of the panels are to be

totally lit up for testing all the lamps in that half. Trie Tc

counter thus provides the alternate action of the LmpTst

switch. Thus, if the LmpTst switch is pressed the first time,

it lights up the lamps in one half of the panels. When the
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switch is released and pressed again it lights up the lamps in

the other half of the panels.

The LHPCHK routine then inserts all l's into the desired

half of the Lamp Image table leaving the other half unaffected.

If the switch had been detected to have been pressed in the

previous cycle also, it leaves To unchanged and merely uses it

to load the relevant half of the Lamp Image table.

The - Panel routine next checks if the Fast Flash table or

the Slow Flash table have even a single entry. It does so by

passing relevant parameters (initial table pointer and count)

to a Beep routine. The Beep routine checks the desired table

byte by byte. On return it provides a parameter which indicates

whether or not it had found an entry corresponding to a

flashing lamp in the Fast Flash or the Slow Flash tables.

The Panel routine uses this information to sound a hooter

(corresponding to a lamp determined to be flashing at a fast

rate by an entry in the Fact Flash table) and a buszer

(corresponding to a lamp determined to be flashing at a slow

rate by an entry in the Slow Flash table).

The Panel routine next calls a Display routine which

•orvly dumps out the Lamp Image table through the memory mapped

Digital Output Unit to light the desired lamps for one cycle.

Th» Lasp lm*g« is as generated by the Lamps routine and

modified if necessary by the LHPCHK routine if LmpTst switch

had been pressed.
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4.3 CRT Ta3k: The function of the CRT task is to establish and

maintain healthy communication with the Display System. It

sends information arranged as packets of four bytes - one byte

per cycle. The two useful bytes of information are encased by

one start byte and one stop byte (Fig.8). Health packets are

sent when there are long gaps between data packets. Thus if

there has been no data packet generated for a certain amount of

time because of no change of state in any alarm parameter, the

task generates a health packet and sends it across. This

enables the system to confirm that the serial communication

link is working properly. The task also seeks an acknowledge

after any complete packet has been despatched.

The task gets into action from the time it detects a

Restart pulse received from the Display system. The restart

pulse enables the two systems to be synchronized. On restart

the task purges the data queue and reinitializes the 'in' queue

and 'out' queue pointers. It checks if any field parameter has

just gone to alarm state without having been acknowledged yet.

It waits till there is no parameter in unacknowledged alarm

state. On confirmation that such situation exists, the task

scans the Steady tablo and fills up the queue with all

parameters identified to exist as entries in the Steady table.

From the next cyolo onwards, the task checks for a

mismatch between tlio two «ju«sue pointers. Such a mismatch

thftt the queue coiil;««inf. some information to be
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despatched. The task enters the despatch state on learning

about the presence of information in the queue. In the first

cycle, on detecting queue pointer mismatch, the task sends a

start byte. In the next two cycles the task fetches one byte

each from the queue and sends this on the serial line. The two

data bytes include parameter identity byte, and status (change

to normal or to alarm). In the fourth cycle, the task sends a

stop byte. From th«j ne»st cycle onwards, the task awaits an

acknowledge signal from the Display system. On receiving a

positive acknowledge, Lin* Lash czitu the despatch state. On

receiving a negative acknowLedge, implying packet received

incorrectly, the task sends the data packet again. On not

receiving any acknowledge for n certain period of time, the

task goes to sleep state, and can be revived only on receipt of

a restart pulse.

If no data pijcket has been generated for a certain amount

of times, a health counter limes out and the task enters the

despatch state again. It sends a start byte as before but in

the aocond and third cycle it sends a special health byte. It

does not affect the state of the queue. The health packet and

its positive acknowledgement confirm that the computer serial

link is functioning properly.

4.4 Watchdog: The watchdog function is performed in software by

netting several bits In a word . These bits are set in

subroutines which are aeeeoGod every cycle. The subroutines
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include Field, Acres, Lamps, Image, Panel, Beep and Display.

The Watchdog subroutine confirms at the end of a complete cycle

that all these bits have been set. it then clears all the

bits and also clears the hardware watchdog. Failure of the

subroutine to clear the hardware watchdog in time leads to an
i

automatic switchover to the second computer. I
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